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My proposed topic for research is “Movement: An Actor’s Challenge from a 
Dancer’s Perspective”. My point of focus is answering the question, “What 
defines movement in theatre?” From prior knowledge collected as an actor 
and dancer, I presume that movement is an actor ’s way of expressing 

himself or herself through action. Thus, I have garnered information from 
authors Theresa Mitchell and Nicole Potter, and Director Blake Taylor, all of 
whom have researched movement for themselves. Within the short film, 
“Laban for Actors,” Director Blake Taylor visually demonstrates the 
effectiveness of Choreographer Rudolph Laban’s “Eight Efforts” wherein 
Laban defines movement as the analysis of efforts. Mitchell adds in 
“Movement from Person to Actor to Character” the comparison of 
movement to that of an athlete. While Blake and Mitchell are somewhat 
similar, Potter, editor of “Movement for Actors,” characterizes movement by 
Vsevolod Meyerhold’s definition of “biomechanics”- a known dance term. 

Literature Review 

In order to assess the question, “What defines movement in 

theatre?” my research will address the commonalities and 

dissimilarities of authors Theresa Mitchell and Nicole Potter, and 

Director Blake Taylor’s definitions of movement in theatre.

 In the book “Movement from Person to Actor to Character”—a work that 

was written and researched by Theresa Mitchell—Mitchell expresses 

the idea that movement in theatre is defined by the comparison of the 

actor to an athlete. Her heightened emphasis on warming up the body 

for movement through exercises, the use of terminology that is derived 

from  the concept of kinesiology (the counterpart of dance), and 

Mitchell’s choice to use the work of a choreographer and theorist for the 

foundation of her text, give reason to believe that the athlete is a 

dancer. 

Laban’s Techniques

Movement for Actors: Laban’s Techniques
• Mitchell’s research focus is Rudolph Laban. Laban was “a choreographer, 

scientist, artist, and movement educator, [who] developed a movement 
system known as the Laban Movement Analysis (LMA)” (Mitchell, 63). After 
years of observing others ,Laban concluded that the most appropriate way 
of transforming the person to act and the actor to become a character was to 
give their movement purpose. Consequently, Laban found that “the inner 
drive of moment has been translated as Effort [sic]” (Mitchell, 63).   

• Like Mitchell, Director Blake Taylor also chose to implement Laban for 
Actors: Eight Efforts. Where Taylor breaks from Mitchell is in emphasis. 
Taylor focuses more on conceptualizing the actions for performance versus 
Mitchell’s qualitative and quantitative notions of space, time, and weight that 
intend to teach the beginning actor to experience movement via exercises 
that dwell on certain trajectories like range of motion and biomechanics. 
Within the duration of this video, a chart is presented on the screen to 
indicate how one can achieve these actions using the qualitative notions of 
space, time, and weight. 

Laban’s Eight Efforts

• Space time weight

• punch: strong quick direct

• press: strong sustained direct

• slash: strong quick indirect

• wring: strong sustained indirect

• dab: light quick direct

• glide: light sustained direct

• flick: light quick indirect

• float: light sustained indirect (Taylor,1997)

Mitchell’s Actions

Whereas Taylor indentified Laban’s eight actions of “punch, press, 
slash, wring, dab, glide, flick, and gloat” (Mitchell and Taylor) by 
signaling familiar qualitative terms, Mitchell used her chart to 
correlate Laban’s eight to those used in everyday life of an athlete.  
Her examination of movement in theatre is charted as follows:

• Punch: hit, thrust, stab

• Press: tear, grind, pull

• Slash: rip, whip, snatch, 

• Wring: wrench, gnaw, massage

• Dab: poke, shake 

• Glide: comb; wipe

• Flick: fling, flip

• Float: suspend, stroke (Mitchell,70)

Movement for Actors: 

Meyerhold and Biomechanics”

 As opposed to Mitchell and Blake, the edited work by Nicole 
Potter “Movement for Actor’s” focuses not on Rudolph Laban’s
LMA, rather the system of “biomechanics.” Within Potter’s 
compilation, a writer by the name of Marianne Kubik outlines 
Vesvold Myerhold’s teachings of biomechanics in her piece 
“Biomechanics: Understanding Meyerhold’s System of Actor 
Training.” According to Meyerhold, the theory of movement can 
be summed up in the following quote:  “Deprived of words, 
costumes, footlights, wings, theatre auditorium, and left with only 
the actor and his mastery of movement, the theatre would still 
remain theatre” ( Kubik, 3). The belief that “movement is the 
most powerful means of expression” (Kubik, 3) is one with which 
Laban would concur (Mitchell and Taylor). 

Literature Review 

• Besides the similarity, Laban’s techniques portrayed by Mitchell and 
Taylor’s vary from Meyerhold’s definition (as told by Potter and Kubik’s) of 
movement in effort and emphasis.  

• Meyerhold’s influence in kinesiology, science and technology (a field which 
dancers are obligated to understand) led to this Russian’s creation and 
coining of the effortless system of “biomechanics” (Kubik, 4). On another 
note, Meyerhold formulated his system on the basis of previously conceived 
methods of acting. One of his many appropriations came from  Constant 
Benoit-Coquelin’s concept of the actor having dual personalities whereas 
Taylor’s video recording solely focuses on Laban as well as certain chapters 
in Mitchell’s work “ Movement from Person to Actor to Character.” This way 
of thinking leads to the mind and body being of one accord and viewing the 
counterbalances of your muscular system versus the internal drives only 
(Mitchell and Taylor).

• Other degrees of difference can be found within the processes themselves.  
While Laban’s techniques point out eight action efforts, Meyerhold’s
mechanical system has six (not eight) components and three parts—
“preparation for the action, the action itself, and the precise end of the 
action” (Kubik, 7).

Research Methodology

• My goal is to define the terms of movement in theatre based upon the 

studies of Rudolph Laban and researcher Vsevold Meyerhold.

• From previous observance and partic ipation of theater, it has been noted 

that movement can be dance,  or an actor’s challenge to convey a 

character. Within this analysis, research was found that centered around 

internal drives and biomechanics versus the mere reaction to everyday life.

• Thus, s imilarities and differences between artists, Theresa Mitchell, Taylor 

Blake, and Marianne Kubic by way of Nicole Potter  are compiled to specify 

the overall definition and meaning of movement in theater, which is 

determined by an the way an actor reacts to the interior motives of the 

character. 


